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"There are those who want to talk about climate
change, yet don’t want to talk about how those who
are affected the most can’t prioritise it in the first
place, because prioritising it would mean being forced
to pull the layers back and also talk about the poverty,
the racism, the injustice, the privilege, the hush money,
the hit lists that climate change is operating from, the
rounds it makes on earth starting with the most
vulnerable. Everyone is affected by climate change,
yet some are affected first, but no one cares until it’s
affecting them." Terisa Siagatonu — 'Layers'

Sonic representation of ecological crisis is not
reducible to changing ideas of the natural, though
crisis is nonetheless discernible in growing suspicion
of ideals of authenticity. At the same time, the
contemporary prominence of field recording as
musical accessory or as a genre in itself, implies
further permutations. Equally, existential experience
of ecological and economic collapse is discernible in
British Industrial or Detroit techno’s confrontation with
deindustrialisation and thus globalisation, New
Orleans MCs' tales of negotiating FEMA flood relief,
metal’s black forests, or all those musical expressions
of loss and forfeiture usefully called ‘hauntological’. At
the very least, these betray a changing experience of
what is natural and the assorted ways that experience
is lived. (P.R.)

These are lines from the spoken word poetry of

---

Samoan-American artist Terisa Siagatonu. Her words
and voice articulate the violences of climate change,
and they do not hold back. With this event I wanted to
amplify the voices and sounds that counterpose the
aesthetic narratives of environmental change, that
peel back the layers underneath the dripping
glaciers/bird calls/exotic geographies; works that ask
questions, that might even demand answers. It’s not
easy to do radical politics in the sound world; it’s not
always easy to put sound to work as a political force.
The works included here are not strictly just sound, nor
do they all approach politics in the same ways. But
they are part of a commitment to facing climate
change and asking for those listening to be present, to
be more than present – to intervene. (A.K)
--Popular music’s conceit to authenticity is both crude
and altogether well known. Essentially, souls bared,
performers heroically elude corruption by the
processes that deliver them to their audience. This
belies a bigger story, wherein whatever is deemed
‘natural’ becomes privileged as a site where an older,
innocent pre-modern culture is preserved. This is as
evident where music is imbued with a primal energy as
where the ‘countryside’ is assigned purifying or
regenerating qualities. Indeed, these two attributes,
the pastoral and the primal, intersect throughout the
history of pop: folk and blues revivals, psychedelia,
country, new age, to name but the most overstated.

Climate and conservation scientists share an
underlying drive, in that their work seeks not only to
document and understand, but also to create the
knowledge and conditions for effective intervention.
Here, sound and listening can be tools to monitor
ecological change, yet the complexity of both wildlife
communities and soundscapes so often eludes
quantitative interpretation, and we're returned to the
purely affective dimension: comparing eerily silent
forests to the glorious fuck-you exuberance of the
resurgent dawn chorus at Chernobyl, now long devoid
of humans. Similarly, field recordings open intimate
windows into unfamiliar lives and temporalities — the
ultrasonic chirps of whales and bats, the sigh of
glacial ice — yet so often aesthetically reify the notion
of a vast gap between ourselves and an unknowable
nature. The unequally distributed violences of global
climate change and ecological devastation instead
require us to rethink what constitutes the natural and
the external, to understand our collective
interdependence, and to hear the past and present
structural processes that link the silenced voices of
empty forests and oceans with those of vanishing
islands, oppressed communities, 'redeveloped' urban
spaces and empty towerblocks. Meaningful sonic
interventions are those that stay with and confront
these dynamics head on: that resist the extinction of
communities, knowledges and ways of life with anger,
solidarity and noise. (R.G)
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